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[OXO TACTICAL]  

Unveils Rennovative Detail Tactical Gear 
at SHOT Show 2024 

[LAS VEGAS, Jan 19 2024] — In a landmark debut at the 2024 SHOT Show®, OXO Tactical 
proudly presents its cutting-edge tactical gear, redefining industry standards and marking the brand's 
inaugural participation in this prestigious event. The event, taking place at The Venetian Expo and 
Caesars Forum in Las Vegas from January 23-26, 2024, marks OXO Tactical's inaugural 
participation. 

FROGSKIN TQ+ 
Step into the future with the FROGSKIN TQ+, a tactical combat suit engineered for the modern 
warrior. This flame-resistant marvel boasts a built-in emergency tourniquet, ensuring immediate 
response to critical situations. Crafted from high airflow and quick-dry fabric, it combines 
functionality with comfort, setting a new benchmark in tactical wear. 

 



HARDROCK 
Meet the HARDROCK, a testament to innovation in ballistic protection. These lightweight and thin 
plates stand resilient against multiple shots, providing unparalleled defence. Floatable for plates 
made with PE and delivering superior protective strength for ceramic plates, the HARDROCK 
series is a game-changer in personal safety. 

TROOPER Helmet Series: 

TROOPER MAX  
Elevate your protection with the TROOPER MAX, a high-cut ballistic helmet designed for those 
who demand the utmost in safety. Boasting the highest protection level in the TROOPER series, it 
combines cutting-edge technology with superior design. 

TROOPER X  
Navigate riot scenarios with confidence using the TROOPER X, an anti-riot helmet offering 
exceptional stability and fit. Featuring a new star-shaped fastening button for improved touch and 
adjustment, along with extended visor length options adaptable to gas masks, as professional level 
use. 



TROOPER CARBON  
Experience the future of bump protection with the TROOPER CARBON, a featherweight helmet 
crafted from carbon fiber. Balancing strength with agility, it redefines expectations for bump-proof 
headgear. 

OXO Tactical is thrilled to introduce their groundbreaking gear at SHOT Show 2024. All exhibited 
products are a testament to innovation and excellence.  

Visit OXO Tactical at booth #40611 during the event. The showcase spans January 23-26th.  
Secure your spot now to witness the unveiling of these cutting-edge products. 

RSVP:  
https://docs.google.com/forms/d/e/
1FAIpQLSe5SqJD0r2PzUeW6Drf2a30-8tqnZpCUAUzCl7Fs_B1bGBpqw/viewform 

For media inquiries and SHOT SHOW 2024 entry registration, please contact: 
Gladys LIN 
Marketing Manager of OXO Tactical 
gladys.lin@oxotac.com / hello@oxotac.com 

About OXO Tactical: 
OXO Tactical is a leading provider of advanced tactical solutions, specializing in the design 
and manufacturing of innovative gear for military and law enforcement personnel. With a 
commitment to excellence and a focus on pushing the boundaries of technology, OXO 
Tactical delivers cutting-edge products that meet the evolving needs of modern warfare and 
security operations. For more information, visit www.oxotac.com. 

Access to Media Pack>> 
https://drive.google.com/drive/folders/1PLOslgAg3UgEyNdx4xi6vA-CIgyCrqFN?usp=sharing
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